Feb. 19-24 Overseas Training DAY6–DAY9 (1)

【DAY 6】 Feb. 19th (Fri.) (San Diego UCSD):
• 8:30 (JT) Opening remarks BY DENNIS ABREMSKI, EXEC. DIR. IGE at UCSD
• 8:45 (JT) Lectures by UCSD startups and Faculty staffs
  • Sheng Xu, Assistant Professor, `Soft ultrasound devices for health monitoring`
  • Darren H. S. Tan, `Na based Solid Li-Ion battery`
  • Ben Shih, `Agnostic sensor ecosystem`
  • ELDAR AKHMETGALIYEV, `Fixing CO2`

【DAY 8】 Feb. 23rd (Tue.) (Si-Valley):
• 8:00-9:00 (JT) Lecture "Trend of Silicon Valley and strategy of GAFA" by JETRO San Francisco
• 9:15-10:15 (JT) Lecture "VC trend and new business examples for post COVID-19" by DNX

【DAY 7 & 9】 Feb. 20th (Sat.) DAY 7 (San Diego UCSD) & 24th (Wed.) DAY 9 (Si-Valley):
• 8:00-11:45 (JT) Pitch session (7min presentation and 5 min Q&A) & Award ceremony
• Awards on DAY7 1st:HM5, 2nd :EN1, 3rd :AF1 and PE1
• Awards on DAY9 1st:HM5, 2nd :HM4, 3rd :DI4 and PE1
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- HM3: Kangochan: Easing communication between patients and healthcare staff
- HM4:
- HM5: Syrixa: The device to restore the voice
- HM7:
- AF1: Safe water for polluted area
- PE 1:
- EN1: NEW TECHNOLOGY CLEANS UP COASTAL PLASTIC POLLUTION WITH REDUCED CO2 EMISSIONS
- DI1:
- DI2: Real time assist software for improvement of online activities
- DI4: